
Top 20

 MANTRAS TO RELEASE NEGATIVITY & 

EMBODY SELF-LOVE



Hello Beautiful, Welcome to Essential Rose!

As an inner and outer beauty brand, we're

dedicated to helping you "live beautifully."

 

A beautiful lifestyle has self-love at the

foundation, and self-love begins with a positive

mindset.

 

We created the following 20 mantras to fill your

mind with empowering thoughts that help you

recognize your inner-worth and cultivate a loving

self-relationship.

 

We hope you enjoy them!

 



Keep scrolling...your journey

to self-love starts here!



Recite the mantras each morning. 

It can be helpful to write them down on a piece of paper and

keep them in your pocket or your purse to be reminded of them

throughout the day.

 

The more you see the phrases and repeat them, the more you

will begin to integrate the sentiments into your conscious and

subconscious mind and reframe any negativity, fears or

blockages surrounding the ideas. 

 

Take one mantra at a time: practice it for a day, a week, or as

long as you need to, and really absorb it into your cells and

consciousness.  Once you feel good with the mantra, move

onto the next one.  Or, you can practice multiple at a time if

you feel they are even more powerful in combination. 

The Ritual



“I am innately worthy of love

and acceptance because I

exist.  Self-care is my 

 birthright.”



“I am supported by both

seen and unseen forces that

conspire to help me fulfill my

life’s unique mission and

purpose.”



"My life unfolds effortlessly

with ease and all things are

accomplished."



“Through loving myself, I

make it safe for other people

to love themselves and to love

me in return.  My self-love

heals the world.”



“My inner work heals my

entire lineage and future

generations to come.  I heal

the past and the future

through my dedication to the

present.”



“My body is a miracle.  I

love all of the curves and

edges that conspire to create

the exquisite shape that is

uniquely me.”



“It is safe for me to drop my

perfectionism and celebrate

what I’ve already overcome

and created while feeling

immense gratitude for what’s

to come.”



“All feelings are created

equal and are neutral

information that teach me

something new about myself

and where I need to grow.”



“My sensitivity is a gift that

allows me to connect even

more deeply with the people

I love while tending to my

own needs with softness and

authenticity.”



“I am grateful for the

opportunities I am presented

with to refine my thinking,

release my blockages, and

heal my heart."



“The fact that I got up this

morning, took care of myself

and am on my way out the

door for a new day - that in

itself is a miracle.”



“I have touched and changed

the lives of more people than

I know just through my

presence alone.”



“I am willing to accept that

it is possible to transform my

past, present and future

experiences through a gentle

yet powerful shift in my own

perspective.”



“I surrender to the power of

my thinking, the power of my

feelings, and the power of my

intentions to create worlds.”



“It is safe for me to release

judgment around my 

 journey.  My journey was

fertile soil for all of the

beauty I’m creating today."



“I am exactly where I need

to be in this moment and

point in my life.  I am

grateful for what has come

before and ecstatic about

where I am going.”



“It is safe for me to let love

into my life.  I drop my

guard knowing an open heart

leads to greater emotional

reward than a closed-off

heart could ever lead to.”



“I celebrate that I am a

beautiful work in progress. 

Everyday I am recreating

myself and weaving the

unique tapestry of my life.”



“I grow through what I go

through, so everything that I

experience is also paving the

way for my own evolution

and healing."



"I am allowed to make

'being' as much of a priority

as 'doing' and take

meaningful, restorative

breaks. I am a human

'being' after all."


